in a real Banach space B where L is linear and H is compact and oQ\u ||)is uniformly on bounded X intervals. In that setting, if X 0 is an isolated normal eigenvalue of L having odd algebraic multiplicity, then (X 0 , 0) E R x B is a bifurcation point for (1) . Moreover, a continuous branch of solutions emanates from each of these points and obeys a threefold alternative. This paper combines methods of the author and Stuart [7] to show that similar results hold if H(X, ü) is merely continuous and oQ\u ||) uniformly on bounded X intervals.
Preliminaries.
In this paper all work is a real Banach space B. L denotes a linear operator densely defined in B, and H represents a continuous operator that is o(\\ u ||) near u -0 uniformly on bounded X intervals. Define the essential spectrum of L as the members of the spectrum of L which are not isolated normal eigenvalues of L and denote this set by e(L).
We consider a normal eigenvalue X 0 of L. Let PROOF. Assume for now that a x and /3 X are finite, and that C x does not obey any of the three alternatives. Then C x consists of pairs (X, u) with ot x + 2e < X < ($ x -2e for some e > 0. Using this e, one sees that the operators on the right side of (2) are a fc-set contraction with k=l(L-X)~1ô e ||M(X, 7) for each X G (c^ 4-e, P XQ -e), and u with II w I I < 7. We may further assume that C x does not meet S e . If S € is viewed in R x \\B II, we see that k < 1 below S € . Techniques developed in [2] and [6] which employ degree theory for fc-set contractions [5] lead to a contradiction.
In the case that a x or p x are infinite, the result is obtained using an iterative procedure.
In the case that L is selfadjoint, the results are simpler. Let d(X) = min(X-a v 0 X() -X). 
